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A CRITICAL COMPARISON OF DIRECT3D AND OPENGL 

INTRODUCTION 
The Application Programming Interface (API) is a layer of software abstraction (though now 

heavily supported by the hardware of graphics card vendors) which allows a programmer to 

employ common and advanced functions to command a variety of vendor graphics cards. (Angel, 

2007) 

 This in effect creates a well-specified interface which prevents the programmer and 

application from having to directly compensate for the minutiae of variable hardware. (Angel, 

2007) 

 Two primary graphics APIs have arisen to take the mantle in the last two decades and 

remain in competition today.  

HISTORY OF OPENGL 
The Khronos Group is responsible for managing the OpenGL API. This responsibility was given to 

the group by the OpenGL Architecture Review Board (ARB) who maintain the more technical side 

of OpenGL. (Abi-Chahla, 2008) 

 OpenGL acquired notoriety when the game Quake was released in 1996 and became a hit. 

As such the graphics hardware vendors deemed the technology to be worth supporting in their 

drivers. (Abi-Chahla, 2008) 

 OpenGL was well-suited to the traditional rendering pipelines, such as Fixed-Function 

Hardware, but fell behind when its competitor implemented its HLSL technology, allowing for 

programmable stages within the rendering pipeline. (Abi-Chahla, 2008) To bring OpenGL into this 

new arena, the Khronos Group released OpenGL 2.0 (2004) which implemented the OpenGL 

Shading Language (GLSL). This brought the technology more level with DirectX 9 which already had 

its own shader technology, the High Level Shader Language (HLSL). (Various, 2010) 

 Owing to its open nature, OpenGL is also cross-platform and is exploited by a series of 

popular Epic Games titles such as the Unreal Tournament series. More currently, the technology is 

being favoured by Valve Corporation to create Apple Macintosh-compatible versions of their 

popular titles. (Kohler, 2010) 

HISTORY OF DIRECTX 
DirectX was originally devised by Microsoft in 1995 as a group of proprietary game-centric 

technologies to encourage a slew of games exclusive to their Windows operating system. (Rosen, 

2010) This included DirectSound, DirectInput and Direct3D. Direct3D is the component comparable 

to the graphics API OpenGL. 
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 As the technology matured and found support by many successful computer games, 

Microsoft released DirectX 9 in 2002, marking it as the unofficial industry standard of the day, as 

well as introducing the High Level Shader Language (HLSL). (Walbourn, 2008) However, the design 

of DirectX 9 inherited a lot of limitations, in part due to a reliance on the traditional graphics 

hardware method of Fixed-Functions when vertex and pixel shaders were becoming increasingly 

popular. This created a lot of CPU overhead which greatly limited the number of renderable objects, 

as well as the number of resources they can use. (Smalley, 2006) 

 For this reason, the DirectX development team decided to make major amendments with 

DirectX 10 (2007). For example, a large bottleneck in the DirectX 9 was resource validation. Each 

time an object was rendered in a frame, their related resources were validated creating a large API 

overhead. (Smalley, 2006) This meant that games were very limited in the number of blended 

textures they could use and for example would have repetitive environmental textures. With 

DirectX 10, the designers introduced the "resource validation stage" (Smalley, 2006) where 

resources are validated only upon creation of each object, as opposed to every frame. 

 Another technology that aids game designers in lowering CPU usage is the Input Assembler 

(IA) vertex data stream. (Smalley, 2006) This allows for multiple instances of the same object with 

the same draw call, allowing multiple textures to be applied using texture arrays (which allow 

blending in the GPU rather than the CPU) and switch statements in HLSL. Applied to games, 

environments can be more greatly detailed and varied with less CPU overhead. (Smalley, 2006). 

 DirectX 11 (2008) expanded on the improved economy of DirectX 10 by applying 

multi-threading support to more aspects of the rendering pipeline. (Abi-Chahla, 2008) For instance, 

DirectX 10 could only create resources in the main rendering thread. DirectX 11 allows the 

programmer to create one device object per thread which will be used to load resources, which is 

beneficial because devices are more economically managed in DirectX 11 compared to DirectX 10. 

(Abi-Chahla, 2008) 

 More experimentally, the DirectX 11 specification introduced the geometry shader 

component of the pipeline. It can be used in games for efficient silhouetting of meshes for shadow 

volume displacement algorithms. It can also use tessellation technology, which interprets triangles 

as patches for detailed and efficient displacement mapping. (Walbourn, 2008)  

DIRECTX AND OPENGL IN THE CURRENT GAMING ARENA: A COMPARISON 
Microsoft's DirectX API has steamed ahead since becoming a leader in the world of cutting-edge 

hardware technology for games, while the OpenGL support for the same features appears to play 

catch-up in history. For instance, OpenGL only implemented the geometry shader in 2009 with 

OpenGL 3.2, after DirectX had implemented the technology in 2007. Another example is the GLSL 

that came out two years after DirectX's HLSL which debuted in 2002. 

 It might be premature to write off OpenGL, however, when the direction of modern gaming 

is taken into consideration. Microsoft's proprietary nature means they dictate what their API runs 

on. In the PC world, DirectX only supports Windows, and not just any Windows, but typically only a 

specific release of Windows. (Rosen, 2010) For example, users of Windows XP are unable to play 
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DirectX 10 and DirectX 11 games. Apple Macintosh users are seeing a release of many Valve 

Corporation mainstay games using the cross-platform OpenGL API. (Kohler, 2010) Both Macintosh 

users and users of older releases of Windows would get something out of the continued support of 

OpenGL, despite it not being at the forefront of technological game progress. 

 Another consideration is the burgeoning industry of mobile gaming on mobile platforms. 

Microsoft maintains the XNA framework for handheld games which implements a form of DirectX, 

but they only support Microsoft products such as the Windows Phone 7. OpenGL supports all 

platforms and has no such restrictions. 

CONCLUSION 
Microsoft has shown with its latest release of DirectX that it is keen to succeed at the forefront of 

Windows and Xbox gaming, but lacks general support in two areas of burgeoning gaming industry 

(the mobile platforms and the Apple Macintosh platform). Here, OpenGL is able to pick up the slack 

and it is possible that the open technology will develop more readily due to increased demand and 

feedback. 
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